
“45 % of our hires are from our  
own career page”

How Testronic hired 800 professionals  
within 6 months
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About Testronic

Working with softgarden is a great experience! Every 
 person we come in contact with is very helpful and open  
to our needs. The ideas we submit are taken into conside-
ration for further product development, so we feel like our 
feedback matters at all times. And at the same time we 
can see how softgarden’s suite of solutions is evolving to 
meet the growing expectations of candidates in the job 
market.”

Stephen Laverick
Director of Team Experience  

at Testronic

A constant demand for new employees, and dozens or even 
hundreds of open processes per month is a situation the 
Testronic recruitment department has been facing for a 
long time. At the same time, the current situation on the job 
market, namely limited access to top talent combined with 
candidates’ growing expectations regarding the quality of 
processes and their impatience, has prompted the company 
to reach for solutions that would help it attract and hire the 
right people.

“Before we partnered with softgarden, we had been using 
other recruitment solutions for a while, but they did not 

meet our expectations. First and foremost, they were not 
able to provide us with quality applications. We have been 
working with softgarden for 14 months now and have seen 
a massive improvement in both the quality and quantity of 
incoming CVs. The numbers speak for themselves - in the last 
6 months we received 10,500 applications, based on which 
we arranged 4,500 interviews and ultimately hired over 800 
people. This results in an 18% job offer rate. And what is very 
important for us - 45% of the hires were made through our 
own career page,” says Stephen Laverick, Director of Team 
Experience at Testronic.

Cooperation with softgarden

H1 2021 in numbers: 

applications

10.500

4.500
interviews

45% hired  
from the  
career page

people hired

800

Testronic is a global leader in quality assurance, 
localisation services, compliance and certification. 
The company offers comprehensive testing and 
QA solutions for the gaming and film/television 
industries, operating in the global market for over 
20 years. With facilities in the US, UK and Poland, 
among others, it uses its extensive experience and 
broad scale of operations to offer customers reliable 
quality, performance, value, and security. Testronic 
employs around 1500 people today, but the company 
is growing steadily, hence the high demand for new 
employees. They are recruited for the company’s 7 
branches, located in Warsaw, Burbank, New Orleans, 
Croydon, Santiago, Belgrade and Bucharest.
 

New employees join departments such as: 

• Functionality Quality Assurance (FQA), Testronic’s largest 
department, responsible for identifying and reporting 
functional defects that affect the player experience and 
ultimately the overall quality of the game. 

• Localisation Quality Assurance, ensuring games are 
properly embedded in local market conditions to ensure 
the commercial success of the game and a very high quality 
user experience

• Player Support, focused on providing model-based game 
user support for Testronic customers

• Film & TV, a global QA provider for all content distribution 
channels

• Translation, provides full translation, proofreading, text 
verification, transcriptions and all other linguistic services 
in up to 40 languages

18 %  
job offer 
rate



Recruiters’ and candidates’ perspective

Testronic recruits candidates 
with various specialisations and 
for different job levels, hence its 
recruitment processes are highly 
individualised and tailored to the 
needs of specific target groups. 
In order to efficiently publish 
jobs on different channels, the 
company uses the multiposting 
function, which is available at 
softgarden on both the free 
portals and the +300 paid inter-
national premium jobboards. The 
effectiveness of each channel is 
monitored on an ongoing basis, as 
are other recruitment metrics. As 
a result, the company optimises 
its recruitment performance 
on an ongoing basis. All data is 
automatically available in softgarden ATS, 
and generating comprehensive reports is 
possible with just one click. This makes the 
job of recruiters significantly easier and faster.

“We carefully track recruitment KPIs – they 
are vital for any business and very important 
for us to be up to date with how we perform 
as a team. We also make them visible on our 
career page,” comments Stephen Laverick. 
To increase conversion, Testronic diversifies 

available ways to apply, so potential candi-
dates have the option to do so via LinkedIn, 
Facebook, or WhatsApp. A video application 
function is also available. “We give candidates 
every option they are interested in, just to 
make it easy for them to apply. We know 
that’s what they expect. Whatever the 
source of the CV, each one goes directly into 
our recruitment system where it is further 
processed,“ says Laverick. 

“We carefully track recruit-
ment KPIs – they are vital for 
any business and very import-
ant for us to be up to date with 
how we perform as a team. We 
also make them visible on our 
career page.”

Stephen Laverick
Director of Team Experience  

at Testronic

More Efficiency: 
Multi Posting
In order to efficiently publish jobs on 
different channels, the company uses the 
multiposting function, which is available at 
softgarden on both the free portals and the 
+300 paid international premium jobboards.

Simple, Conversion-Optimised 
Career Page Creator
Easily integrate images, galleries, icons, 
videos, quotes, key figures, filters, location 
maps, contacts, events, certificates, social 
media icons.

Feedback Social Media

Video

Icons

Locations

Testronic checklist of most useful softgarden features:

simple multiposting of jobs
easy collaboration with the recruiting 
team at ATS
apply via Linkedin, Facebook, Whatsapp, 
video
integrated solution for video interviews
smart calendar for simple scheduling of 
interviews with various members of the 
recruitment team

monitoring of recruitment KPIs,  
transparent reporting
simple, conversion-optimised career 
page creator
independent, third-party tool for 
collecting employer reviews
complementary partner solutions in 
 softgarden Marketplace



Talent Acquisition Suite in use
“In my opinion, in today’s recruitment world, whoever does 
not evolve gets left behind. In the fight for the best candi-
dates, the ones who count are those who are constantly 
following changing trends and are able to respond to cur-
rent expectations. I agree with the approach that today’s 
candidates are like the users of Uber or Booking.com - they 
want to quickly receive all the information necessary to 
make a purchase decision. And we deliver exactly what they 
need using softgarden Talent Acquisition Suite,” comments 
Stephen Laverick on the company‘s recruitment strategy.

Testronic uses softgarden’s products to their full extent 
– the Talent Acquisition Suite, which helps to attract top 
candidates and get them to apply, combined with the ATS 
system, which allows for quick administrative processes 
and accelerated hiring. The company’s current career page 
based on the Career Page Pro solution is fully mobile and 
SEO optimized. The recruiting department has full control 
over it and can easily add and update content published on 
it independently. And its high ranking in Google is influenced 
by the integration with the Feedback Solution, through which 

Testronic actively collects and publishes its ratings of the 
company as an employer. Candidates visiting Testronic’s 
career page have access to the company’s full set of real and 
verified reviews, so they can instantly see the opinions of 
its employees and candidates involved in earlier processes. 
“We want to be fully transparent with candidates, which is 
why I do not hesitate even for a moment to publish employer 
reviews on our career page. That’s why we’ve included key 
hiring metrics so that each user has a realistic expectation 
of the potential response time to an application or Time to 
Hire,” as Stephen Laverick puts it about the key elements 
of a career page that has increased its conversions. With 
this approach, the page serves as a key recruiting hub at 
Testronic, responsible for the highest quality of applications. 
As a result, there is a very high percentage of hires directly 
from the career page, reaching as much as 45%. It’s also 
worth noting the top employer rating that Testronic received 
from interviewed candidates and employees – a score of 
4.59/5, which, according to the Candidate Experience 2020 ↗ 
study, meets the requirements of even the most demanding 
candidates.

The Talent Acquisition Suite

The Talent Acquisition Suite is a comprehensive soft-
garden SaaS solution for companies that want to improve 
the quality of incoming applications, increase conversion 
rates, take care of candidate experience and make the 
recruitment process friendly for candidates, recruiters 
and hiring managers. Using this solution, they create their 
own recruitment hub - a career page containing all the 
decision making content, including integrated employer 
ratings and recruitment KPIs. By actively collecting company 
reviews from candidates and employees, companies gain 
valuable content to showcase on the career page while 
impressing the candidates with their engagement. This is 
accompanied by ATS as core element of the suite, which 
accelerates processes and the referral manager, which 
helps companies in getting more reach without any costs. 
The Talent Acquisition Suite is a tool for all organizations 
looking to improve the quality and increase the number of 
incoming applications. TAS is 100% GDPR compliant, with 
servers hosted in Germany.

softgarden  
Applicant Tracking System

The softgarden recruitment system is a solution that the 
company has been offering in the market for over 18 years. 
Thanks to the experience gained from working with over 
1500 clients and processing over 1 million applications a year, 
softgarden has developed a complete list of functionalities 
and solutions, such as the Hiring App, which make it possible 
to streamline administrative work and accelerate Time to 
Hire by up to 60%. This solution is particularly useful for 
companies conducting mass recruitment processes, which 
need to streamline the work of their recruitment team and 
hiring managers. ATS is certified with ISO9001.

Fully mobile and SEO optimized:

Career Page Pro
The company’s current career page based on the Career 
Page Pro solution is fully mobile and SEO optimized. 
The recruiting department has full control over it and 
can easily add and update content published on it 
independently.

Applicant Tracking System
The Hiring app accelerates time to hire up to 60%.

More Reach without any Costs

Refferal Manager
Your employees share open jobs in their own network 
with just a few clicks – via social and business networks, 
messenger, email, or as a link. In this way, you spread 
your job advertisements without additional costs and 
gain additional reach.

More transparency: 

Feedback Solution
Testronic actively collects and publishes its ratings 
of the company as an employer. Candidates visiting 
Testronic’s career page have access to the company’s 
full set of real and verified reviews, so they can instantly 
see the opinions of its employees and candidates 
involved in earlier processes. 

https://softgarden.com/en/study/candidate-experience-part-1/


About softgarden e-recruiting GmbH
softgarden is the modern all-round solution for easy recruiting. In applicant management, employers 
optimise the candidate experience with the help of softgarden, and better integrate hiring managers 
thanks to an app which shortens the application process by more than half. When selecting applicants, 
employers can reach more candidates on social networks with the integrated recommendation manag-
er by using the existing contacts of their employees. After posting offers through different channels in 
over 300 advertising portals, thanks to active sourcing you will acquire attractive candidates from the 
softgarden Talent Network. The employer branding activities carried out by clients are supported by 
the unique Feedback solution and Career Page Pro tool for easy setting up of mobile-optimised career 
pages. These allow employers to automatically generate feedback from applicants and new employees, 
and to make it visible on their own website and on kununu, improving their online reputation. Over 
1500 renowned companies of different sizes and from different sectors already take advantage of the 
easy-to-implement cloud solution to fight for top candidates. 

www.softgarden.com
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